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A Louis XV Walnut Bergère 18th Century.

3 900 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Totalement restaurée.

Width : 81cm

Height : 108cm
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Dealer

Serignan Antiquités
Furniture armchairs mirrors art objects 16th-17th-18th century

- since 1919

Tel : 33 +  (0)6 07 40 65 70

Mobile : 33+(0)6 07 40 65 70

Fax : expertiseantiquiteserignan@gmail.com

13 rue de la petite fusterie (1°étage de l'hôtel particulier).

uniquement sur rendez vous

Avignon 84000

Description

Bergère early Louis XV with flat backrest in

molded, carved and waxed walnut wood.

Quadrangular in structure, its imposing flat

backrest is just as high as it is wide; slightly

inclined, it is nicely violin of exposed wood

where runs a most harmonious vegetal ribbon,

topped by an asymmetrical rocky cartel centered

with a daisy. The armrests are straight; their

supports are visible and detached. A flat upright

nested parallel to the armrest console frames and

unites the padded cheeks and cuffs. The whole is

wrapped jointly in the lower part of the backrest

and in the lateral cross member of the belt set

back from the front base, thus forming the famous

gallant withdrawal *. A fine decoration of the

most graceful twining foliage unifies the console

and the crosspieces. The wide belt is scalloped on



all sides, strongly curved from the front and all in

curves and against curves for its sides. The whole

is embellished with fine sculptures in cartridges

and foliated cartels enriched with tangled

acanthus. The whole resting on a short and arched

base punctuated by winding up of natural foliage.

Beautiful harmony of fine and generous

sculptures well marked with a delightful decor

perfectly mastered. This shepherdess testifies to

the structural, formal and decorative quintessence

attained by the carpenters in seats at the end of

the first third of the 18th century. All; width and

height of the backrest, slatted cheeks and seat

depth, all padded that could be embellished with

movable pillows placed on the seat; gives this

rare shepherdess a beautiful balance halfway

between charm and comfort. It should be noted

the great care taken to the connecting elements of

an irreproachable quality. Balance, comfort,

elegance and quality are the terms most

appropriate to this very beautiful epicurean chair.

Dimensions: Height: 108cm, at the bowl 41cm at

the cushion 54cm - Width at the cuffs 81cm, at

the back 71cm - Seat depth 58.5cm.

Observations: This seat has been completely

restored, the forelegs were for one reinforced on

the inner sharp edge and for the other a graft was

operated there. A total repair of the upholstery

and fabrics was also carried out there as well as a

treatment with xylophene. * the recessed armrests

of this shepherdess called "with gallant

withdrawal" allowed the dresses of these ladies to

spread out without harming the general harmony

of their toilet. General conditions of sale and

delivery: The price indicated on the

advertisement includes delivery throughout

mainland France. For Germany, Belgium, Italy or

Spain contact us for a quote. For the United

States, non-EU Europe or the rest of the world

contact us for a quote but the import taxes

applicable in each country remain your

responsibility. The packaging and the follow-up

of the transport are ensured by us or by

professional carriers specialized in Works of art.


